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The Erotic Adventures Of A Victorian Doctor
Stepsisters Same Sex Sadism
"Fifty Shades Of Passion" is a romantic adventurous book that unpacks a vast
spectrum of romantic adventures any couple can engage in to ignite their erotic
flames of pleasure regardless of their environmental setting. The book is about a
hot blooded coupled, Dan Walker and Mandy Jones, who engaged in a series of
romantic and erotic adventures in various ways in different places, exploring
hidden and untapped passions in sacred bodily territories they never knew
existed, through the rain, in the shower, in the water under the pool, under the
glittering sunshine in the forest, behind closed doors in handcuffs, even in the
public space during a musical festival.It all starts with Mandy accidentally
bumping into Dan, a flat mate and young successful business man while naked in
the shower. She sets her eyes on his incredibly dark meaty-looking python cock
and her sexual appetite is suddenly provoked, as he triggers untamed rapacious
passions in her body. They are both overwhelmed by the irresistible urge of
temptation and the blazing flames of erotic passion that seem to explode and
engulf them. Both their erotic passions are aroused and their desire, craving and
yearning for each other heightens as she feels a surge of desire swim through
her body, with such a tingling sensation that sent nerves dancing up her spine.
They start exploring their romantic adventures in the shower, devouring each
other, with deep kisses, plundering each other's bodies, with Dan painting his
fingerprints in every inch of Mandy's body, setting heat waves that got her
screaming loud in erotic ecstasy. To add an icing on the cake, they sneak out of
the bedroom and take their newly discovered lovemaking adventure to another
sexy and exciting location, the pool, where they slid over to a darker spot in the
pool and rock into each other, throbbing under the waters. As if unravelling a
prelude to more wonderful things about to follow, they then take their erotic
adventure back to the movies where they rock into each other, exploring
untamed erotic passions in sacred bodily territories while in hand cuffs. While
feasting sumptuously on a buffet of erotic delicacies, they get caught red handed
on the act by Anne, Mandy's best friend whom out of jealousy embarks on a
mission to sabotage their relationship and lures Dan into a trap of seduction, a
scandal that nearly leads to a break-up between the two lovebirds. Fleeing from
the toxic scene, Dan and Mandy then decide to embark on a gateway from the
city and venture into another erotic adventure where they rock into each other
under the glittering sunshine in the forest with no sound except the melodious
songs of birds. They decided to break out of the conventional, premeditated
romantic setting that confines them within the vicinity of bedroom walls and took
their erotic adventure to a different but weird atmosphere electrified with the flow
of music, at the Musical festival, where they stole a moment and rock into each
other unnoticed..They say romance is an art and kissing is the handwriting or
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signature that scribbles that beautiful art into perfection, but when it is done in the
rain, it is more electrifying than the art itself. Sooner or later, their romantic
expedition gets intoxicating and addictive such that they decide to take it to the
extreme and conclude their erotic adventures with a bang, through the rain. They
devour each other erotically while drenched by the splattering rain drops,
revealing every inch of their body, a thrilling spontaneous erotic adventure which
they count as the highlights of all their sexual experiences and left an irrefutable
footprint of thrilling love in their hearts.
The ultimate aquatic erotica ! Water is a highly sensual playground, and can
serve as an exciting alternative to the bedroom. From the shower, to bathtubs
and Jacuzzis, pools, the ocean, lakes, rivers and brooks, there is a great deal of
sexual pleasure that you can experience in water-considered by many to be a
sensual and erotic aphrodisiac. WET submerges you into new depths of ecstasy.
Featuring full-color, highly artistic and titillating photographs, shot on location in
Los Cabos, Mexico, the book provides readers with suggestions for various
aquatic venues and sex positions, aqueous foreplay and masturbation
techniques, methods for simultaneous orgasms underwater, recommendations
for water-friendly sex toys, as well as sexy games you can play in and under the
water. Testimonials and anecdotes from people who have engaged in aquatic
sex are also included. No matter what your particular situation, making love in the
water can take you a step away from your typical love life and add some
spontaneity and adventure to the mix. WET is an ideal book for honeymooners or
people who treasure "vacation sex."
Who knew getting your hair styled could be this much fun? After Jade spends two
boring hours in a beauty salon waiting for her hair color to set, she hatches an
idea. With the initial shampoo and head massage being such a sensual
experience, why couldn’t the salon find a way to make the rest of the experience
just as stimulating? When she mentions the idea to her stylist, they begin to craft
a plan for making her next stay more invigorating. On her subsequent visit, she
watches excitedly as the client next to her squirms and moans in her chair. Eager
to try it out for herself, when the woman finishes her treatment, Jade takes her
turn in the chair and is delighted to find a new set of controls on the armrests for
stimulating her lower extremities. But it’s not until her next visit when Jade finds
the entire lineup of women grunting and squealing in their chairs, that she begins
to appreciate just how far her salon has taken the concept of personal
revitalization… Jade's Erotic Adventures: Jade's Erotic Adventures is a series of
stories following the adventures of recent divorcée Jade, who embarks on a
journey of sexual reawakening when her passionless marriage dissolves.
Looking to expand her sexual horizons, she experiences one exciting escapade
after another with a bevy of new (male, female, and transgender) partners.
Keywords: erotica, lesbian erotica, voyeur erotica, erotica series, group sex,
public sex, lesbian fiction, lesbian erotic fiction, explicit sex stories, short sex
stories, girl on girl, exhibitionism, first time lesbian, first time gay, futa, ladyboy,
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dickgirl, steamy stories, erotic fiction, erotica books, erotica stories, sex stories,
lesbian book, lesbian erotic books
Book one of The Reincarnationist series. A bomb in Rome, a flash of bluishwhite, and photojournalist Josh Ryder's world explodes. As Josh recovers,
thoughts that have the emotion, the intensity, the intimacy of memories invade
him. But they are not his. They are ancient…and violent with an urgency he
cannot ignore—pulling him to save Sabina…and the treasures she protects. But
who is Sabina? Desperate for answers, Josh turns to the Phoenix Foundation—a
research facility that scientifically documents past-life experiences. He is led to
an archaeological dig and to Professor Gabriella Chase, who has discovered an
ancient, powerful secret that threatens to merge the past with the present. Here,
the dead call out to the living, and murders of the past become murders of the
present. Previously published.
Enjoy the bestselling women's erotica series - now 50% off. Book 16: The
Costume Party When Jade's best friend Hannah tells her they've been invited to
the most exclusive party of the year, Jade is intrigued. But when Hannah explains
that it's going to be a nude costume party at billionaire Steve Bannon's mansion,
she gets even more excited. As they begin to search for sexy costumes online,
Jade becomes increasingly aroused thinking of all the fun she can have playing a
different character. When she finally settles on the outfit she wants to wear, she
decides to keep it a secret until they arrive at the estate... Book 17: Swedish
Sauna When Jade takes a holiday flight to Sweden, she's floored by how
beautiful the flight attendants are on the plane. As she watches the sexy
stewardesses go about their duties, she curls up in her seat by the window and
has a silent climax under her cozy blanket. On the way off the plane, the lead
flight attendant passes her a note, inviting her to go skiing with her and some of
the other stewardesses during her stayover. When Jade gets picked up at the ski
resort, things escalate quickly as the four girls get increasingly friendly... Book 18:
The Therapist When Jade's sex therapist friend Hannah invites her to attend one
of her private sessions, she's shocked at what she finds. Instead of merely
talking through her clients' problems, she encourages them to actively explore
their bodies while she helps them lose their inhibitions. During the initial session,
Jade hides in a secluded location while a young college coed touches herself
behind a private screen. As she listens to Hannah guiding the girl through her
process of self-discovery, she becomes increasingly aroused in the privacy of her
broom closet... Book 19: Elevator Shaft When Jade is trapped in an elevator with
two strangers during a blackout, they quickly find a way to make the best of a
sticky situation. In the pitch dark and with the temperature rising, they start to
shed their clothes to stay cool. As they begin to reveal details of their personal
lives, inevitably the subject turns to sex. When Jade asks her new friends what
their ultimate fantasies are, they both mention how much they've dreamed of a
menage... Book 20: Ladyboy When Jade goes to a campy cabaret show with her
girlfriend, she's amazed at how realistic the female impersonators look. But
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there's one performer who catches her eye. Beautiful, super-feminine and
talented, Jade is quickly smitten with the T-girl. When she bumps into her a few
days later in the supermarket and tells her how much she enjoyed the show, the
girl invites her on a coffee date. They quickly become attracted to one another,
and before long they're headed back to Jade's place in a fit of passion. But as
they begin to make out, Jade is surprised and delighted to discover the girl is a
true hermaphrodite. Equipped with both male and female anatomy, Jade quickly
learns that having twice the equipment leads to twice the pleasure...
The Art of Innocence "The Erotic Adventures of an Art School Coed" Posing
nude for her freshman drawing class was a huge step for this innocent young
coed. But it was nothing to what awaited her in the following weeks. *** ADULTS
ONLY! *** *** Also available from the same publisher: "Tropic of Innocence" by
Ginny Carlisle
How much trouble can six strangers get into sleeping in a small dorm room?
When Jade decides to stay at a hostel on her tour of Europe, she's shocked to
discover how small the sleeping quarters are. When she heads up to the
communal terrace at her first stop in Rome, she meets five beautiful strangers
from all around the world. As the travelers begin to share their experiences and
get to know one another, Jade finds herself attracted to a pretty brunette from
Brazil. Later that night, in the darkness of their shared dorm room, the two
women pleasure themselves in their separate beds while they listen to each other
separated only inches apart. As the sexual tension within the group begins to
ramp up and it becomes obvious they're sharing beds at night, they decide to
make a game of it. Each day, after they've finished exploring the city together,
they draw lots not knowing who they'll be paired up with. With two boys and four
girls, the combinations become increasingly daring, until they decide to come
together for one last group fling on their final night together...
Enjoy the bestselling lesbian erotica series — now 50% off. Book 1: The Dinner
Party When lonely divorcée Jade seeks to broaden her sexual horizons, she's
invited to a private dinner event which promises to stimulate all of her senses.
Wearing nothing but masquerade masks, dinner guests receive extra special
service while their fellow diners look on. During the feast, she watches with
increasing arousal as an exotic mix of naked men and women are pleasured by
mysterious sensualists. When her turn finally arrives, Jade is aching in
anticipation of what surprises lie in wait, while eight strangers watch her have the
erotic experience of her life... Book 2: The Dark Room Jade discovers an erotic
adventure club where naked strangers meet to explore each other's bodies in
mysterious dark rooms. Using special effects to project exotic light patterns onto
their bodies, the shifting shadows provide just enough illumination to highlight
their figures while protecting their identities. What happens inside the mysterious
glass cubes shocks and delights her. The feeling of being caressed and
worshipped by multiple partners is exhilarating. As she moves from one dark
room to the next, her arousal level rises in intensity, until she's completely
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consumed and spent. Book 3: Naked Yoga Jade joins a naked yoga class where
members stretch and explore each other's bodies in the buff. During the first
session, she meets a young redhead who tantalizes her with her flexibility and
stunning body. At the next level class, they're thrilled when the instructor guides
them through increasingly intimate partnered poses. During the final advanced
class, Jade is delighted when they're finally allowed to come together and
experience the ultimate in mind-body nirvana. Book 4: Nude Cruise Jade goes on
an exciting nude cruise where naked couples participate in erotic shipboard
activities. On her first day, she meets a stunning brunette who volunteers to be
her 'wing woman'. As they move from one exciting venue to another, they
experience an escalating series of encounters with beautiful men and women.
Join Jade as she experiences a different erotic adventure each day of her cruise,
with six separate vignettes that will bring you to multiple highs... Book 5: The
Subway Affair Jade travels to New York for a business conference, where she
gets the surprise of her life when she takes her first subway ride. In the crowded
confines of the train compartment, someone reaches behind her and begins to
caress her private parts. She looks in the reflection of the train window and sees
a pretty blonde smiling at her. Instead of flinching away, Jade accepts her
advances and experiences a powerful climax surrounded by oblivious rush hour
passengers. The next day, Jade encounters the same mysterious woman and is
delighted when she has something even more adventurous in mind... Keywords:
lesbian erotica, bisexual erotica, transgender erotica, erotica series, box sets,
compilations, collections, anthologies, voyeur, erotic romance, massage, orgasm,
masturbation, vibrators, sex, short stories, love, bundle, menage, threesome,
threesomes, taboo, girl on girl, erotic collection, erotica box set, erotica
anthology, erotica compilation, erotica bundle, erotica bundles, explicit sex,
lesbian voyeur erotica, lesbian first time, lesbian erotic romance
The first in a serialized collection of the sexy adventures of Jane in the jungle. Inspired
by the stories of Tarzan and Jane, this serial is a creative, edgy, and yet romantically
erotic Tarzan and Jane collection. Darker and more intense than Fifty Shades of Grey,
Entwined--and the subsequent volumes--are not for the faint of heart. When not-asproper-as-one-would-think Victorian woman Jane Clemons convinces her father to take
her on an expedition in the jungle, her only goal is to find her lover Jonathan, who
disappeared three years earlier. She and her father, along with Jonathan's trusted
friend Kellan Darkdale, set off on their journey. But shortly after their party arrives on
the coast of Madagascar, Jane finds herself enthralled not only by the freedom and
beauty of the lush jungle, but a reclusive wild man who seems to be fascinated by her.
ENTWINED is a novella (about 80 pages). It's the first in a series that will follow Jane
Clemons and her explicit, titillating adventures in the jungle with Tarzan and others.
Jane's playmates are sexy, dark, erotic and some of the have a tendency toward
BDSM. But in the end, Zaren (inspired by Tarzan), is the only man for her. The series in
order: ENTWINED: Jane in the Jungle ENTANGLED: An Unexpected Triangle
ENTHRALLED: The Sex Goddess ENTICED: An Erotic Sacrifice ENAMORED: The
Submissive Mistress (double edition!) ENSLAVED (coming late 2014) This series is for
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mature, over-18 readers who've enjoyed The Story of O and Anne Rice's Sleeping
Beauty--or who thought E. L. James's Fifty Shades of Grey was tame.
The Erotic Adventures of a 20th Century Lady by Penelope Drops is what she
considers to be an autobiography of her escapades in stern domination and becoming
one of the leading Madam's in the 20th century, long before it was considered
acceptable for people to even discuss sexual relations. This wild tale regales readers
with Madam Penelope's outrageous entry into the world of domination. When her
parents are suddenly killed in the Hindenburg disaster, she is given instructions left by
her father to open a trunk she's neither seen nor heard of. The contents of the trunk
amaze and astound Penelope, as she never knew about her parent's secret life of utter
debauchery. Her father left her with photographs, a list of people that joined in their
circle of deviancy, and instructions on how to access many devious devices set about
the grounds of their estate. Her mother left her a letter explaining her life as a
submissive to Penelope's father, overwhelming Penny even more. The naive young
woman takes it upon herself to discover whether being a dominant female will work for
her. After more searching, Penelope soon discovers her thirst for authority stretches
further than James and her household staff. She begins plotting a wondrous party,
where she will create her own circle of dominants and submissives from people who
joined her parents in theirs. With the help of her family's Machiavellian machines and
her always loyal James, she brings together a new circle of people for a party beyond
anything in their wildest imaginations.
Getting wet in the steam room was never this much fun... When Jade takes a holiday
flight to Sweden, she's floored by how beautiful the flight attendants are on the plane.
As she watches the sexy stewardesses go about their duties, she curls up in her seat
by the window and has a silent climax under her cozy blanket. On the way off the plane,
the lead flight attendant passes her a note, inviting her to go skiing with her and some
of the other stewardesses during her stayover. When Jade gets picked up at the ski
resort, things quickly escalate as the four girls get increasingly friendly. When Elsa
invites Jade back to her cabin with the other girls at the end of the day, Jade is shocked
and exhilarated to see what they have in store. Her exciting trip culminates with her
return flight home, as her new friends arrange for a true mile-high experience in the
friendly skies...
Set in the near future, this is the story of a beautiful young runaway who glories in sex
and exhibitionism, and is an out-and-out sexual masochist. Due to an unfortunate
incident Lia is naked when she encounters a group of Bikers, and naked she remains
through many painful yet erotic adventures in which she revels unashamedly. But when
the Biker of her dreams sweeps her off her feet she is surely to live happily ever after
as his submissive sex slave... isn't she?
Available for the first time in book form, Brothers of New Essex collects original art from
the author's self-published, popular erotic zine, Belasco. Comprised of over ten years of
illustrations, this sexually explicit graphic novel explores black gay sex life -- from
basketball courts to house parties, from Sunday church service to the corner bar -- in
the tradition of gay art icon Tom of Finland.
Jimmy the time-traveler, while trying to solve a time-riddle his late father left for him,
gets accidentally flung back in time, to the year 1871, the days of the Wild West,
landing squarely in the middle of a valley of death. He stumbles into a pack of gunPage 6/12
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toting rustlers, who capture him. To Jimmy's luck though, the youngest of the rustlers,
Kit Fisher, is not like the rest of his folks.
In this explicit short story meant for ADULTS ONLY, follow Clarissa as she meets the
handsome Carl at an amusement park. The two of them make use of the various rides
as only a highly aroused pair of strangers can. After reading this, you'll never quite look
at a Ferris wheel in quite the same way! STATE FAIR is the first story in Montana Mills'
new series, 'The Erotic Adventures of Clarissa.'
The HitchhikerAn Erotic Adventure

This fictional book covers the erotic adventures of a young man named Paul. It
graphically outlines his sexual encounters with a variety of women over the
course of his life.
This short story for ADULTS ONLY follows the lucky Clarissa as her husband
surprises her by arranging another erotic adventure; this time with the captain
and his copilot in the cockpit of a passenger plane flying over the Atlantic Ocean.
***Warning - Explicit Material***
Set in the 18th century, a young woman with a passion for living leaves her life as
a maidservant behind after getting involved with her master and heads for
London to indulge in all the extravagance and excess that comes her way.
Original.
Nothing’s more exciting than knowing you’re being watched… While scrolling
through the classified listings of her city’s underground newspaper, Jade comes
across an interesting ad. A local theater catering to the LGBT crowd is hosting a
ladies-only casting call every Friday night where performers are encouraged to
disrobe and perform an erotic dance in front of a crowd of strangers. Intrigued,
Jade buys a ticket to this week’s performance and is shocked what she
discovers when she arrives at the theater. Instead of a typical strip-club setup,
the stage is decorated with a single Victorian bed highlighted under a bright
spotlight. When the first performer walks shyly onto the stage, at first she pulls
the sheets high up over her chest while she pretends to touch herself. But as the
crowd continues to encourage her, she becomes increasingly brazen until she’s
writhing on the bed completely naked in the throes of ecstasy. Excited to try it for
herself, Jade decides to audition at the following week’s show. While waiting in
the wings for her turn to perform, she meets a sexy brunette who shares some
performance tips and ideas. As Jade gets increasingly aroused beginning to
perform for the audience, her new friend decides to join her on stage where they
give the crowd the most erotic show of their lives…
THE EROTIC ADVENTURES OF CLARISSA showcases three stories of
Clarissa as she experiences her sexual awakening in this highly explicit series! In
‘State Fair’ follow Clarissa as she meets the handsome Carl at an amusement
park. The two of them make use of the various rides as only a highly aroused pair
of strangers can. After reading this, you'll never quite look at a Ferris wheel in
quite the same way again! ‘Cockpit’ follows the lucky Clarissa as her husband
surprises her by arranging another erotic adventure; this time with the captain
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and his copilot in the cockpit of a passenger plane flying over the Atlantic Ocean.
Clarissa continues her erotic adventures in ‘Going Up and Going Down’ - now in
a hot air balloon over the beautiful countryside of France. Here she meets
Jacque and his wife Alexandra - the pilots of the balloon - who give a whole new
meaning to the phrase 'French tradition.' For Adults Only!
Confined by a life of privilege and frustrated with a much older husband, Lady
Juliette turns to Dr. Damian Thatch and persuades him to use hypnosis to bypass
her guilt and have sex with her. Already attracted to her, Damian agrees and
discovers that hypnosis also removes inhibition, which results in some of in the
finest sex imaginable. However, aware of their growing affection for each other
and in consideration of her status, they agree not to have any more contact.But
Juliette's husband had just died, leaving her free to pursue her desires.Desires
which go beyond conventional sex.Desires which only Damian can
understand.Where will their sensual adventures lead them?This erotic Victorian
fiction story contains medically induced orgasms, hypnosis, sex, spanking,
birching, a threesome with the doctor's maid, and includes a developing erotic
romance.
Kurt Krueger, a professional photographer with over 45 years of experience and
founder and publisher of "Brazen Images" adult greeting cards teamed up with
model Amy who served as his nude muse for 10 days and nights of explicitly
erotic explorations of each other's wildest fantasies. Ranging from the soft and
sensual PG rated fine art nude to the blatantly X rated pornographic image and
everything in between, the goal was to incorporate as many varied photographic
styles and techniques as possible to bring out every aspect of Amy's sexuality.
Filled with humor as well as decadence, this book is a treasure trove of creativity
by two people who simply threw caution to the wind to create an erotic work of
art. Includes an introduction and an interview with Amy. An erotic masterpiece!
Everyone's an exhibitionist in disguise... When lonely divorcée Jade seeks to
broaden her horizons, she's invited to a private dinner event which promises to
stimulate all of her senses. Wearing nothing but masquerade masks, dinner
guests receive special service under the table while their fellow diners look on.
Intrigued, Jade books an appointment and on the scheduled date drives to a
private countryside villa. Greeted by a stunning nude hostess, she's escorted to a
personal spa where she's sensually prepped for the main event. By the time
dinner is set to begin, Jade is already at a fever pitch of excitement. During the
feast, she watches with increasing arousal as an exotic mix of naked men and
women are serviced by mysterious sensualists. When her turn finally arrives,
Jade is aching in anticipation of what surprises lie in wait while eight strangers
watch her have the erotic experience of her life...
21 of the very best erotica writers offer steamy and surprising variations on the
menage a trois - readers' most often named sexual fantasy. Editor Alison Tyler
has gathered a thrilling variety of scenarios that are playful, sensous and
dangerously explicit. Three is definitely a charm in this adventurous anthology
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that begins with Tyler's own true confession and includes a raunchy collection of
tales from a line-up of top contributors. Three Way serves up plenty of hot sex,
proving that 'good things most definitely come in threes'.
In this sequel to Adventure Across Texas, An Erotic Adventures Book, Tagg and
Lori, begin pushing to expand their horizons, both business wise, and sexually.
When Tagg's plans meet with the reality of a far-reaching crime organization,
Tagg tries to lead the goons of the wily gangster Sam Milinni, on a wild goose
chase, then cut and run back to Louisiana.Prepare to meet Tagg's lifelong friend,
and elite firefighter, Aug Benoit, and his pregnant wife, Sally, who has decided
that she desperately wants more out of her sex life than she's been getting. And,
when Lori is surprised by the presence of Tagg's sexy Hispanic vixen of a
housekeeper, Rosita, who has had the hots for Tagg for two years, the reactions,
and outcomes, are far from what you'd expect. Sasha "Sugar Tits" Adamson,
also makes her bizarre, and enchanting, introductory appearance to the series,
that can't even be described in this limited space. Meeting Sasha, is alone worth
the read. The other characters are all valuable bonuses for the purchase
price.The hottest sex that Tagg Hill has ever encountered in his life, just may also
be the hottest sex that you've ever encountered. Turn a page, and come inside.
Let Tagg tell you this arousing, and satisfying story.
The final episode of the Erotic Adventures of Jane in the Jungle! Will Jane be
reunited with her beloved Zaren, or will she choose to remain with the handsome
Lord Akenov?
Sometimes the best adventures are shared with strangers... When Jade notices
a young hitchhiker at the side of the highway, she stops to see where she's
headed. She's going all the way to California, but since it's on the way to Jade's
business meeting, she decides to pick her up. As they begin to share some of
their mutual interests and experiences, Jade realizes they have a lot more in
common than she thought. Before long, they're wailing out country songs
together on the radio and having the time of their lives. When Jade needs to turn
off the highway for her meeting, she invites the girl to have dinner with her and
share her hotel room for the night. The two women are attracted to one another,
but Jade is reluctant to take advantage of the much younger girl. But when they
head back out on the highway the following day, Brooke discovers an unusual
item in Jade's glove box. As the sexual tension quickly ramps up between the
two travelers, Jade and Brooke soon fall into each other's arms, not knowing
when their journey will end...
This spa gives new meaning to the term facials and massages... When Jade's
best friend invites her to a private women's spa, she gets more than they
bargained for. Starting with a relaxing couples massage, the two girls are
shocked when they're greeted by two nude masseuses. But it's not until they get
to the rooftop pool that they realize this spa is much more than a typical
rejuvenation center. With beautiful naked women parading in and out of the
water, it's a feast for their eyes. Becoming increasingly aroused by the sight of
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everyone's dripping bodies, Jade heads to the sauna to try to relax. But when
she finds a pretty African-American girl lounging in a provocative pose, one thing
leads to another, and before long the girls are enjoying a private tryst in the hot
steam room. Join Jade as more and more of the members become entwined in
increasingly decadent encounters moving from one area of the spa to the next...
A taboo Christmas at Bramble Hall with his stepsister, Edith, might have been
arousing enough for Damian, but first there is to be a weekend pheasant hunt at
Oatland Hall. Their hostess, Madelyn Jacobsen, is an icy lady who is true as
steel to her older husband, and Edith has made a bet with her stepbrother that he
will be unable to seduce the virtuous Mrs. Jacobsen before the weekend is over.
If he should succeed, she will let him have her maid, Annie, as his Christmas
present.And there is also a pretty chamber maid at Oatland Hall who has caught
Damian's eye.Then, following this weekend, they will return to Bramble Hall for
Christmas Eve through Boxing Day, providing Damian and his bisexual stepsister
the freedom to properly enjoy each other. Edith will have her maid regardless, but
if Damian can win the bet he will also have Annie to do with as he pleases.This
could truly be a holiday to remember.This is Victorian Christmas Erotica
Book Three - The Lady Had A Rocket, begins soon after book two ends. Her
OSS supervisor sends her south to meet up with a feisty Dutch resistance
member, who is to escort her back into France. Along the way however, the two
run afoul of bandits in the Italian mountains. Glory barely escapes with her life,
but manages to lead some female captives of the bandits to safety. Then, she
gets back on track with her new mission, which is to stop some French scientists
from collaborating with the Nazis. The husband and wife team are about to
perfect a guidance system for Hitler's V-1 and V-2 rockets, which will spell
doomsday for the Allied navies. Full of twists and turns, this tale is a real pageturner! Glory battles it out with bandits, rouge scientists, corrupt Vichy officials,
and the Gestapo. As were earlier books, this is intended for mature readers, as it
is full of violence and sexual situations.
From the incomparable New York Times bestselling author Bertrice Small comes
a heroine as breathtaking as she is legendary. Indomitable and bold in an era of
royalty and rogues, Skye O’Malley is a woman who embraces her unbridled
sensuality as valiantly as she fights for her children, her lovers, her empire. A
woman of justice and honor, she will match wits with and challenge the most
dangerous and powerful woman of her time: Queen Elizabeth I. Though Skye is
the object of every man’s fantasy, only a handful have had the thrill of tasting her
enticing passions–men whose own daring adventures match her exotic forays
into a world of lust, longing, and remarkable destiny. Skye’s is a stunning tale
that reaches from the emerald hills of Ireland to the lush palaces of Algiers to the
helm of a shipping empire, where she will wage her greatest battle for love and
vengeance against the crown itself. Praise for Skye O'Malley “Small creates
cover-to-cover passion, a keen sense of history, and suspense.”—Publishers
Weekly “Small continues to prove herself worthy of the title queen of
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sensuality!”—Literary Times
Meet Yass, the Hood Girl turned Corporate who clawed her way to the top as she lost
everything along the way. Despite it all Yass continued to fight her way to the top while
her true mission remained a top priority, and that mission was fulfilling her natural
urges. To reach her dreams and get that pleasure she craves Yass will do whatever it
takes; lie, fight, and even destroy lives. Yass is that chick your mama warned you
about. Get ready for this because Yasmine Anderson is a..... COLD PIECE OF WORK!
!!
Surrender to the pleasure… When Jade boasts to her sex therapist friend Hannah about
her level of self-control, Hannah makes her a bet. If she can withstand Hannah’s
stimulation at various public events, Hannah will pay for an all-expense paid trip to Bora
Bora. Jade’s first test is sitting through an entire church service with Hannah teasing
her by remote control. As she participates in the various readings and singing of hymns,
Jade finds it increasingly difficult not to surrender to the pleasure emanating inside her.
Her next challenge is to sit quietly in a library surrounded by two very attractive visitors.
While Hannah slowly raises the level of stimulation from a nearby table, Jade struggles
to control herself as her seat mates begin to notice her squirming in agony. Just when
she thinks it can’t get any more difficult, Hannah asks her to be a model at a nude
figure painting class. With Jade standing completely naked in front of a group of hot
young college students, she’s forced to remain still for thirty minutes as Hannah
progressively ramps up the pain. But it’s not until her final outrageous test that Jade
learns how futile it is to resist the rising tide of pleasure. Join Jade as she experiences
an increasingly erotic series of challenges to prove she’s worthy of Hannah’s prize.
Keywords: lesbian voyeur bdsm erotica erotic fantasy women exhibitionism book books
public sex first time short story stories oral dildo milf women's voyeurism trib tribbing
scissoring menage edging love orgasm masturbation romance nude naked toy toys FF
role play role-play taboo fetish kink kinky cunnilingus art fiction girl on girl tribadism
Sometimes the most fun you can have naked happens in the least expected places…
When Jade’s invited to another party at her friend Madison’s place, she can barely
contain her excitement. Maddy always hosts the wildest parties, and Jade is intrigued to
see what’s she’s cooked up this time. When she arrives at Madison’s house on the
night of the party, she’s escorted to her living room where a crowd of strangers are
sitting in a circle around a vinyl-covered mattress. But it’s not until Maddy asks
everyone to strip when things begin to get interesting. She’s developed a special game
board displaying pictures of various body parts. The first person the spinner points to
will receive stimulation to the selected body part. The second person it points to will be
the one giving stimulation using a different body part. But it’s not just the usual
erogenous zones the game spinner points to. There are some pretty unusual areas
depicted, and as the game gets underway, Jade is thrilled and excited to see one
couple after another stimulate each other in the most erotic, unconventional ways. But
its not until her turn arrives that she learns how much fun it can be to rub the least
expected body parts together in the most unusual ways… Jade's Erotic Adventures:
Jade's Erotic Adventures is a series of stories following the adventures of recent
divorcée Jade, who embarks on a journey of sexual reawakening when her passionless
marriage dissolves. Looking to expand her sexual horizons, she experiences one
exciting escapade after another with a bevy of new (male, female, and transgender)
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partners. Keywords: erotica, lesbian erotica, bisexual erotica, transgender erotica,
voyeur erotica, erotica series, group sex, orgies, explicit sex stories, short sex stories,
girl on girl, exhibitionism, first time lesbian, first time gay, futa, ladyboy, dickgirl, steamy
stories, erotic fiction, erotica books, erotica stories
Sometimes the best adventures are shared with strangers… When Jade notices a young
hitchhiker at the side of the highway, she stops to see where she’s headed. She’s
going all the way to California, but since it’s on the way to Jade’s business meeting,
she decides to pick her up. As they begin to share some of their mutual interests and
experiences, Jade realizes they have a lot more in common than she thought. Before
long, they’re wailing out country songs together on the radio and having the time of
their lives. When Jade needs to turn off the highway for her meeting, she invites the girl
to have dinner with her and share her hotel room for the night. The two women are
attracted to one another, but Jade is reluctant to take advantage of the much younger
girl. But when they head back out on the highway the following day, Brooke discovers
an unusual item in Jade’s glove box. As the sexual tension quickly ramps up between
the two travelers, Jade and Brooke soon fall into each other’s arms, not knowing when
their journey will end… Keywords: lesbian first time erotica erotic romance steamy age
gap coming out travel voyeur book books ff hotel affair seduction sex short story stories
milf sexy women's fiction love masturbation orgasm romantic trib tribbing scissoring
series taboo girl on girl
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